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.Answer 
qny ten questions
i.

1. A simply supported beam is loaded as shourn in
Fig. 1. Analyze the beam to locate the point of
maximum deflection and its magnitude. Also
draw the bending moment diagram for the beam.
Take, E = 2OO kN/mm2 and f = 1'5x108 mma.

20 kN 50 kN 30 kN

Using the three-moment equation, artalyze tl:re
continuous beam shown in Fig 2.'Hence, obtain
the bending moment diagrarir and shear force
.diagr4m -fo-r- the beam :
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" 5. . A two-hinged parabolic arch of sparr 25 m arid

':: ' . 50 kN/m run on the 'right half of the span.

.. mairnitude and location of the maxirnum bending
_. " moment in the arch?

6: An l.section is shown in Fig. 5. Find the shape
:'-" factor for t]le sbclion. For a yield stress of
-: - -?50 N/mm'2, calculate the plastic moment

--: capacitli of the section.
k- +oo:
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( Al1 dimensions are in mm )

7. A simply supported beam is of =pant LZ ,r'lr.
A uniforrnly distributed load. of 1O kN/m and
6 m long moves on the girder from left to right.
Using influence .line diagrams, find the
shear force and bending moment at the
mid-section when the hiad of the load is 2 m
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from the right end.
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E. A reinforced concrete bearri 300 mm wide is
subjected to a. bending moment of 1O0 kN-m.
Design the beam as a balanced section in
working stress method. Use M 2O concrete a:rd ,

Fe 415 steet.

9. A reinforced concrete column of size
400 mm x 606 mm is subjected to a working load
of 1800 kN. The unsupported length of tl e
column is 3 m. Design the longitudinal and
transverse reinforcement for the column in M 25 .

concrete and Fe 415 steel.

1(}" A prestressed concrete beam 25O utm wide
x 450 mm deep is prestressed by eccentrically
placed tendons. The beam of span 10 m
is subjected to a superimposed load of L2 kN/m.
Find tJle magnitude of prestressing force and its _

eccentricity if final stress-at tJ'.e extreme layer
of mid-span section is zero before and a-fter
application, of superimposed load"

LL. Design a buiit-up column using channel sections-
to car4r a factcired axial load of 20OO kN. The
length of the column is 8 m. It is effectively held
in position and restrained against rotation at
both ends. Al'so design thq lacing system for the
col.umn.

- - 1.2. A simply supported beam 5 metres span canries
a uniformly distributed load'of 40 kN/m on.the
entire spa-n. In addition, the beam carries a
centra-l point load of 50 kN. Design the beam
using rolled stedl section of Fe 410 grade.
Assuming the beam to be laterally supported,
perform checks for safet5r in shear and deflection.
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.- GnouP-B

Answer ang frve questions

i. .

- 13. What is centre of pressure? Obtain an expression I

for the depth of centfe of pressure when the
'n lamina is immersed in a liquid and is at an angle

0 with the horizontal.

i- 14. What is forced vortex? Can Bernoulli's equation
be applied to a forced vortex flow? Justi$r.

: deep contains wateg up to a depth of 1'6O m. If it
is accelerated. horizrcntally at 2 mf secz in the
direction of its lengtJe, find the inclination of the- water surface qdth the horizontal.

15. A pipe 300 m long has a siope of 1 in 100 and
is tapered from 1'20 m diameter at the high
end to 0'60 m diameter at the low end. The rate
of flow of water through the pipe is 0'10 m37sec.
If tJle pressure at the high end is 73'575 kPa, find
the pressure at the 1ow end.

. L6r A 1 : 20 scale model waslested in freshwater at a
coresponding velocit5r. The prototype flying boat
has to move in seawater of density iO30 kg/tns
at a velocit5r of 18 m/sec. Eind the corresponding
speed of the model.

t2T-rool79 (Turn Ouer )
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What do you mean by enerry correction factor
and momentum correction factor? Derive
expresbions for both of them.

The energr loss and Froud.e's number after a
hydraulic jump are 9.OO m and O.L2 reSpectively. ,

Estimate tJ:e discharge intensity g and initial
depth g of the hydraulic jump in a horizontal
rbctangular channel.

A rectangular channel 7-5 m wide, carries a
discharge of 12 m37sec. If Manning's n is O-O15
and bed slope is 1 in 144A, calculate.-
(a) normal depth of flow; ..
(b) specrftc energr;

(c) depth.at minimum specific enerry.

GRoUP-C . '

' : Answer aig five questions

What do you mean by norrnally consolidated (NC)
clay_and overconsolidated (OC) clay? How can'
one find whether a clay is NC or OC? Explain.

'ri

Explain Fellenius method of slices for anaLynng
stability of finite slopes.

L2T-LOOl79 ( Continued )
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